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Often the and tags would need to be used which would assign an extensive list of parameters to get the media playback working.The difference with HTML5’s audio and video tags is that they consider the files as images. In which case Google Docs does all of that well, and allows you to create files in its own format or upload them in their normal
format. Some key features include:Multi-Platform SupportEfficient, All Round PerformanceAdvertising & Analytics SupportConclusionWithout a doubt, there is a wide gamut of HTML5 video players available in the market today — both open source, as well as proprietary. This support can include detailed documentation, wikis, newsgroups, forums,
email lists as well as live chat. Our configurable UI allows users to quickly and securely view, annotate, redact and manipulate documents. Its numerous plug-ins are consistent with the more popular CMSs making integration relatively easy and quick.Kaltura HTML5 Video PlayerKaltura Player is a free, open source HTML5 video player used to create
multiple customized inter-device and inter-browser skins to match or complement your website. The results are then highlighted allowing users to efficiently navigate the document text search to the desired information.
Picture controls - Adjust the brightness, contrast, and gamma of any document or image with picture controls.
Configurable User Interface (UI) – Configure the UI based on user roles enabling you to meet diverse business needs across any enterprise. The viewing interface can be embedded within an HTML page or can operate in a separate window. Playback on the desktop and mobile devices is also supported. You're a bit vague on the requirements here,
but by "document" I assume you mean text documents (.doc(x), .rtf, .txt), presentations or the occasional PDF file. JW Player also lends support to a range of user-defined themes. jPlayer allows you to rapidly weave cross platform audio and video into your web pages via a jQuery plugin. Trusted by leading service and construction businesses, Jonas
Enterprise offers a fully integrated solution that covers construction accounting, construction and project management, purchase order and procurement, dispatch scheduler, inventory, equipment management, and more. It will operate on any server that runs Java. Additionally, open source communities are usually much quicker to develop and
implement a fix, patch or a workaround.The potential for CustomizationOpen source video players can be customized and modified to meet the specific requirements of the organization or individual. It is fully customizable, with response responsive HTML5 video and contains a wide range of exciting features from accessibility to analytics to full
HTML5 video controls.JW player is exceptional as an HTML5 video player for WordPress websites. You will need to add the following lines to composer.json to your project:Once done, you can execute the following:Composer will now download all components and install the needed files into the specified path.Additional Video Players You Should
Know AboutIn case you are interested, here are some of the best non-open source HTML5 video players available today that deserve a mention –CloudinaryThis HTML5 video player by Cloudinary is primarily aimed for businesses and enterprises. It contains lightweight and easy to use embed codes which allow for simple integration to an
organization’s website.Cloudinary’s inbuilt video analytics provides real-time actionable data on viewer interaction with videos and reports videos performance in terms of conversion rates.JW PlayerJW Player has expanded its support to allow for HTML5 video playback. For any additional features, you can refer their GitHub repository.jPlayerjPlayer
is a free open source, media library written in JavaScript. It is up to the developer organization to consider them or not.Free and Instantaneous SupportWhen it comes to open source video players, irrespective of whether it is currently in the evaluation stage or is being integrated commercially, its global community of developers and users are always
available to answer questions and give advice. Google Docs, maybe? The answer lies in finding the appropriate video player that meets all your requirements.Probably, the last situation you want to find yourself in is using an unnecessarily bloated solution, or even worse, being unable to execute what you set out to accomplish.Page 2When HTML5
introduced the and tags, they made your media files genuinely accessible to the Internet. You need to add the following tags to your document’s :Using Video.js is as easy as creating a element, but with an added data-setup attribute. It streamlines processes with text searching, tabbed windows, thumbnails, and page manipulation. VirtualViewer
offers support for hundreds of formats including PDF, Word, Excel, AFP, TIFF and many more. Check out projects section. The answer lies in finding the appropriate video player that meets all your requirements.Probably, the last situation you want to find yourself in is using an unnecessarily bloated solution, or even worse, being unable to execute
what you set out to accomplish. Low quality documents can be enhanced for readability Windows Clear Filters & Widen Search Finding ways to secure information sharing effectively is a must. 1 2 3 4 SecureDocs Virtual Data Room is a secure, affordable, and simple virtual data room solution that enables users to store and share confidential
documents. Please provide information about the open source projects you own / you use. It’s open source, so feel free to give it a try.Open source video players offer some advantages over players developed with proprietary software. Attributes like height, width and autoplay can be defined in the tags similar to any other HTML element –Bit turns UI
components into building blocks you can share, discover and develop in any project. Add Projects. HTML5 videos are fast replacing Flash Player and other similar third-party media players. It is lightweight, accessible and customizable and supports all modern browsers. When HTML5 introduced the and tags, they made your media files genuinely
accessible to the Internet. Some open source media player vendors include a free version of their software packages for trial purposes which also consists of the source code.Few Bugs and Fast FixesPopular open source video players have thousands of people looking through the code; therefore, there is a much higher chance of a bug being identified
than compared to a proprietary media player where the developer organization would have a far smaller IT staff. Trusted by businesses from around the world for fundraising, M&A, licensing deals, strategic partnerships, audits, business valuations, legal events, and for ongoing secure corporate document storage, SecureDocs is the data room of
choice for expedited deal management. You'd need to have the files uploaded to a Google Docs account and then view them with that. Open source products are scattered around the web. Some additional benefits include -Free To UseOpen source media players are entirely free for the general public to download and use. On the other hand, with
proprietary video players, the most you can do is submit feature requests and enhancements that would better align with your needs. Huh... Page Manipulations – Users can quickly and easily modify and create documents in the viewer using either the contextual menu or drop and drag functionality. Many businesses and individual users prefer to go
the open source route as it does away with the procurement barrier.Video players built with proprietary software use private source code and is offered via licensing where users need to pay for and agree to the different terms and conditions before being able to use the player.Given the vastly improved scrutiny around security, the availability of
patches and bug fixes, open source video players are free to use without licensing fees and cumbersome, contracts. All of which is absolutely free.Top 5 Open Source PlayersIn this section, we have compiled a list of 5 open source HTML5 media players that we feel are among the top open sources players available today.PlyrPlyr is a customizable and
straightforward HTML5, Vimeo and YouTube media player. Operates in any browser — Firefox, Safari, Chrome, and Internet Explorer Requires no client-side installation, downloads, or plug-ins — IT departments can easily maintain and update the document viewer Delivers a pure Java— It is the only HTML5 document viewer that supports a wide
variety of formats and functions without the need to install additional components. You can access the complete source with NPM using npm install plyr.Here are some code samples for HTML5 Audio and Video -HTML5 AudioHTML5 VideoVideo.jsA web video player specifically built for HTML5, Video.js supports HTML5 and Flash video in addition to
Vimeo and YouTube. It is also compatible as an alternate option for YouTube’s video player. Thus, enabling businesses to streamline operations to increase growth. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 We have collection of more than 1 Million open source products ranging from Enterprise product to small libraries in all
platforms. Annotate ALL formats in the Document Viewer – Add annotations to any document or image format supported by our viewer including Word, Excel, PDF/A, PDF, AFP, TIFF, and more. The video transformations happen at the player level and happen on the fly. EDIT2: Actually, you can (or at least used to be able to) embed files that are not
even hosted on Google Docs, read this 2009 post on the Embeddable Google Document Viewer. Powerful Search capabilities – Users can search text information contained within a variety of formats including Word, Excel, AFP, PCL and PDF text search. This attribute must, at a minimum, have a value of ‘{}’, but it can include any Video.js options as
long as it contains valid JSON as shown below-Once the page loads, Video.js will automatically setup a player once it locates this element.AfterglowAfterglow is a tool used to create fully responsive video players from different HTML5 video elements with minimal effort.It has a very simple initialization process and supports different qualities MediaElement.jsMediaElement.js is a HTML5 is a or player with Flash and Silverlight that imitates the HTML5 MediaElement API and allows for a consistent UI across browsers.Rather than offer an HTML5 player to modern browsers and a standalone Flash player to older browsers, MediaElement.js provides an upgrade with custom Flash and
Silverlight plugins imitating the HTML5 MediaElement API.A complete guide to install MediaElement.js is available at Installation with a brief on creating and using instances of MediaElement available at Usage. Features: Pure HTML Zero Footprint – Nothing to install or download to the client; does not require a certificate ensuring access for all
your authorized users. It's not entirely HTML5 (debatable buzzword, really), but it uses some. VirtualViewer® HTML5 Zero Footprint document viewer enables users access to critical content from any desktop or mobile device through any browser. Search and find the best for your needs. It is optimized to provide the best in class viewer experience
and supports high-resolution videos and adaptive streaming.However, Cloudinary video player stands out from the rest because it offers video encoding, manipulation and hosting service for your video assets. This challenge is perhaps never more pronounced than it is with email. Started in 2010, Video.js is now actively used on ~200,000 websites.A
free to use CDN hosted version of Video.js is available publicly. EDIT: following your clarification in a comment to your question, you could use Google Docs for that, it has an embedded viewer that you can put insert in web-pages. Its comprehensive API supports innovative media solutions while support is provided by jPlayer’s active open source user
and developer community.jPlayer has a good package for PHP that you can install using composer. Even the source code can be reviewed and evaluated. We aggregate information from all open source repositories. Historically, it’s been quite a cumbersome process to get media to play correctly. Whether you have something in place or not, now is a
good time to review what is needed by your organization to avoid getting burnt. No registration required.
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